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Article Preparation Guidelines: Authors are expected to attach an electronic covering letter completely
mentioning the type of manuscript (e.g, Research article, Review articles, Brief Reports, Case study etc.)
Unless invited on a special case, authors cannot classify a particular manuscript as Editorials or Letters to
the editor or concise communications. Confirm that
each individual named as an author meets the uniform requirements of the Research Journal of Clinical Pediatrics criteria for authorship. Please make
sure that the article submitted for review/publication is not under consideration elsewhere simultaneously. Clearly mention financial support or benefits if
any from commercial sources for the work reported
in the manuscript, or any other financial interests
that any of the authors may have, which could create a potential conflict of interest or the appearance
of a conflict of interest with regard to the work. A
clear title of the article along with complete details
of the author/s (professional/institutional affiliation,
educational qualifications and contact information)
must be provided in the tile page. Corresponding author should include address, telephone number, fax
number, and e-mail address in the first page of the
manuscript and authors must address any conflict of
interest with others once the article is published.

Research articles are articles written based on the
empirical/secondary data collected using a clearly
defined research methodology, where conclusion/s
is drawn from the analysis of the data collected. The
information must be based on original research that
adds to the body of knowledge in Aging and Geriatric
Medicine. Article/s should provide a critical description or analysis of the data presented while adding
new and rapidly evolving areas in the field. Include
an abstract of maximum 300 words with 7 to 10 important keywords. The abstract should be divided into
Objective, Methods, Results, and Conclusion.
Research articles must adhere to a format constituting the introduction followed by a brief review of relevant literature, methodology applied (to collect the
data), discussion and References, Tables, and Figure
Legends.
Review Articles:

Review articles are written based mostly on secondary data that is falling in line with the theme of the
journal. They are brief, yet critical discussions on a
specific aspect of the subject concerned. Reviews
generally start with the statement of the problem with a brief abstract of 300 words and few key
words. Introduction generally brings the issue forNumber all sheets in succession, including referenc- ward to the readers followed by analytical discussion
with the help of necessary tables, graphs, pictures
es, tables, and figure legends.
and illustrations wherever necessary. It summarizes
Title page is page 1. On the first page, type the run- the topic with a conclusion. All the statements or obning head (short title for top of each page), title servations in the review articles must be based on
(which cannot include any acronyms), names of the necessary citations, providing complete reference at
authors and their academic degrees, grants or other the end of the article.
financial supporters of the study, address for correspondence and reprint requests, and corresponding Note: If an author fails to submit his/her work as per
author’s telephone and fax numbers and e-mail ad- the above instructions, they are pleased to maintain
clear titles namely headings, subheadings and redress.
spective subtitles.
Guidelines for Research Articles:

